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Abstract 

In this article we examine the main events that lead to the invention of 
the compact disc or CD, as we all call it. We consider the most important 
components of the playback section of the CD such as the pick-up circuit, 
demodulation, decoding, sample and hold circuits and the filters. A detailed 
examination of the CD medium and its structure is done, showing pictures 
to help the reader visualize the CD medium. The CD data format is also 
presented. 

Sinopsis 

En este articulo presentamos un recuento de los eventos sobresahentes 
que llevaron a la invencion del disco compacto o CD, como comunmente 
lo llamamos por sus siglas en ingles. Discutimos los principales circuitos 
que componen la section de "play-back" del CD tales como el circuito de 
"pick-up", los circuitos de demodulation y "decoding", los circuitos de 
"reproduction processing" y "sample and hold" y los filtros. Se examina 
detalladamente el medio del CD y se presentan ilustraciones para ayudar a 
lector a visualizarlo. Tambien se menciona el formato de los atos en e 
disco compacto. 
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Histoiy of the Compact disc 

The idea 

When we first heard the beautiful sound of the compact disc (CD) we 
like many other people, decided never to buy again a vinyl LP or even a 
magnetic tape. The idea of the CD was normally credded to I Du"ch 

offte'CDTOM- K1h3 S Ct°mPaan " 1%9 Thanks 10 his idea" the 
of the CD continued and m 1983 it led to the introduction of one of the 
system. 9 C°nSUmei" Pt°dUCtS °f times: ^ CD di^> audio 

way on disc^hT"33" TT °f recordi"« P^ture frames in a microscopic 
y on discs the size of a phonograph record. Those discs were meant for 

semen nTonlv ord"' Th 'T' °" mediUm C°U'd be pr°jec,ed °nto a 

fern 1 r su" s manv AUh°Ugh h,s idea ™»oved 
research 171 7 * PnnClples he envisioned survived the long road from 

•ssgzsssssssasasssz 

laser to read diainl ,«aL, • material for the optica! discs, a solid-state 

electronics for tracking and error'^oCtion^of ™eChanis™ and 

a rugged, portable, inexpensive unit. WCre P3Cked int° 

The road to the CD 

* iit-src'is r.d,r; rz 
then head of the Phillips optical research laho . coI,eaSue> Plct Kramer, 
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Phillips, but also between Phillips and some of its competitors. Much of the 
final product design took place in collaboration with Sony Corporation, 
which participated with Phillips in drawing up a standard CD format. 

It took seven years, from 1969 to 1976, for optical-disc audio 
reproduction to take place. In 1970 Kramer and Compaan made a glass disc 
with a series of tiny black and white pictures. Each picture was 1 millimeter 
square and was flashed onto a screen by a conventional projector at the rate ^ 
of 50 frames per second. By 1972 Kramer had decided to produce a full- m 

scale prototype of the system comprising a disc and a player. However, they 1 
had to solve these technical problems: only several minutes of film could ,, 
be carried on one disc; the material could be reproduced only by exposing J 
a new disc, rather than by producing a master from which the replicas ^ 
would in turn be sampled; and the disc rotated only six times a minute, ^ 
making it highly vulnerable to small variations in speed. Another problem ,, 
they encountered was that the reproduction of the video signal as a track in „ 
die disc of varying depth was not practical since it would be difficu t to ^ 
detect the variations in depth and to record them accurately. To avoi is ;i 
problem they decided to record the information in small impressions in t e j 
disc, which Kramer called "kuilkjes", which is the Dutch word for dimples. 
By varying the length die dimples according to the distance between e 
FM signal's zeros, die signal could be reconstructed simply by detecting 
dimples' edges. 

The development of the laser 

Although at the time gas lasers were bulky and expensive and th 
were doubts whether any would be cheap enough for a consumer proi u , 
Kramer and Compaan borrowed a gas laser from another a . is 
neon gas laser was 4 feet long and cost more than $20,000. 

The laser's easily manipulated beam made devising a tr ' g 
mechanism simple. The beam was split into three; a center par . 
intensity to detect the signal encoded in the dimple track, an wea 
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directed to the left and right of the track. Two photodiodes monitoring the 
side beams were connected into a differential circuit. If the difference 
between those tracking beams was zero, they were riding in the spaces 
dbrr,hadjHCr rCC°:ded *acks and &e laser was °" target. If the beam 

thue d,ffcrentlal c,rcu» would register positive or negative, and a 
servomechanism took corrective action. 

The gas lasers were beginning to lose ground and the solid-state lasers 

mMrtd I'!! " W3S 3 101,8 Way Under research a' Phillips, they 
^ 1980s ThC IT'" l3SerS C°Uld bC 3VailabIe by the 'ato 1970s or 
°a y ?• K solid-state laser required fewer parts and would 

consumer P"Ce "> levels affbrdable to the 

By September 1971 Kramer, Compaan, and others had assembled a 

" Bv'd:f rdha bTk 3nd Whlte V,d°° -gna, off a s innt 
managers a^Ph n , ?' *" Pr°t0,ype UP and for senior 
Sy "y ,l"y l972> a Color Optotype was shown 

gam,2^dec,ded tbat ihe 

companies either proved to be too nofsy or'had' beC3USe ^ ̂  0ther 

Phillips tried to make the part inTn k unacceptably short lifetimes. 

agreed to manufacture a laseVaccoXg ^ 

The switch to digital 

signaled ru,ldee:lmeat ™artdin8 W3S CDa ™e FM 
the same s.gnal-to-no.se ratio as a conventional long-
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playing record. Nevertheless, Lou F. Ottens, director of product 
development for Phillips' musical equipment division, experimented with a 
few analog codes and concluded that a digital code was needed. Within a 
few months Ottens' engineers had rigged up a digital system. Using an 
audio signal representative of the acoustical wave, they could sample the 
signal at a rate of 44,000 times per second. This rate was twice the 
maximum audible frequency of 20,000 Hz widi some extra bandwidth for 
filtering and the signal was encoded as a train of square pulses. On the disc m 

itself, they varied the dimples' length so that rising and falling edges of the 3 
pulse train corresponded to the dimples' walls. The helium-neon laser was m 

reflected off the dimples to photodetectors connected to a digital-to-analog } 
converter. With a 14-bit digital-to-analog converter, the best available at the j 
time, the system's dynamic range was around 80 decibels, well above the ^ 
50 to 60 dB of the LPs. , 

0 
However, there was a serious snag. The digital system proved far more j 

sensitive to errors than the FM system, and the slightest scratch or dust ^ 
particle on the disc would obliterate hundred of bits and cause a blast like j 
cannon shot or a thunderclap. The system would require extensive decoding 
and error correction by hundreds of thousands of components, which at IC 
technology's infant state seemed likely to prove expensive. 

Correcting for errore 

An early dispute over the design of the error-correction circuitry 
focused on whether the CD should play from the disc's rim inward, or from 
near the spindle hole outward. Product engineers wanted the CD to play 
from the rim, reasoning the larger radius of the outer tracks would mean 
wore spread out dimples there and so fewer errors in the music. 

Finally they decided to have the laser pickup begin near the disc s 
center. To preserve the sound's quality, the motor spinning the disc wou 
vary its speed, gradually slowing as the pickup advanced towar t e rin . 
The linear velocity would thus remain constant and the dimples in trac 
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close to the center would not be crowded. 

™.-.,H°WeVer' When h Came t0 working out actual error-correction code, 
hillips came up against a wall despite its experience in processing The 

designers at first reasoned that since the CD system had to be extremely 
insensitive to errors, they would use a convolution algorithm The most 
rigorous error-correction algorithm available, a convolution algorithm 
performs a mathematical transformation operation on a string of bits then 
the same operation on a second bit in the first string, then on a string 
starting with the third bit, and so on, repeating the operation indefinitely. 
The continuous overlapping makes the algorithm extremely powerful in 
correcting any errors it catches. 

The convolution algorithm was a great tool, but the product-

ataorithTtl fr°UP. ,Stl11 ha? Some troubIe finding an error-correction 
uluanfll '"I" rand°m a"d bUrSt err0rs- Random 

and man f T R 0"g> durin« «« d'SC'S 

fro™ h erTOrS' °ften n,nninB t0 severaI hundred bits, came 
from scratches or fingerprints. It seemed that optimizing the algorithm for 
burst errors left it less effective against random errors, and vice versa. 

Developing the disc 

Even before the prototype could be readied, Phillips had to persuade 

^assassssssAsaSS 
devebpTe^tc'1 t eqUiVa'ent ab°Ut $I5°'°00 and three m0"'hs to ~SL T R 
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smaller CD. Since the clear coating of plastic that protected the dimples 
kept moisture off one side, the disc tended to warp. With LaserVision the 
problem was mitigated by gluing two discs together to form one rigid 
double-sided disc, but that would have been too expensive for CD. 
Moreover, it was felt that for consumers to have to turn over the disc after 
each half hour of music would be unacceptable. 

I 
Polygram created a polycarbonate plastic that seemed to do the trick, j 

it was rigid enough and did not warp. However the plastic had a „ 
troublesome tendency to alter slightly the incidental light's polarity because j 
of birefringence, the splitting of the incident light into two rays. j 

I 
Simplifying the optical system * 

I 

The main objective of the optical system designers was to reduce the ; 
number of parts to cut manufacturing cost and improve reliability. The first I 
thing to be revised was the objective lens, purchased from a microscope I 
manufacturer. While it focused accurately, it was a general-purpose I 
assembly and its four spherical lenses made it far too expensive. 

Phillips' engineers dropped the requirement that the lens must be 
immune to chromatic aberration, reasoning that only one color of ^8ht 
would be used. Then they designed a spherical lens that would do the wor 
of all four spherical components. Since most lenses are made by circu ar 
Binding and polishing of a rough cast, their surfaces must be a segment o 
a sphere. With high-precision molds, however, there is no need for grin ing 
and polishing, and a lens can be made to any shape. Phillips la oratories 
were already making such high-precision molds. 

To simplify the design of the servomechanism for focusing the 
and keeping it on track, Phillips engineers employed a pivoting swing arm 
structure, instead of LaserVision's sled-like arrangement with the 
optical components mounted on it and extending out over t e 1SC 

sled configuration was more familiar, it had more parts t an 
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arm and was slower to scan the disc. On the other hand, because the swing 
arm was more vulnerable to perturbations at resonance frequencies, it was 
difficult to control. After testing the swing arm, Phillips engineers decided 
they could stabilize the arm by limiting its size and compensating with the 
servomechanisms. 

By substituting a semi-transparent mirror for the polarizing beam 
spUtter the designers eliminated the two tracker side beams and cut down 
still further on the number of parts. The reflected beam passing through the 
mirror was spin by a lacquered surface and then shone on two photodiodes 
feeding a differential circuit connected to a servomechanism This 
arrangement improved flexibility and, again, cut down on parts. 

its nnTm I1"1""1 Pr?,blem Y3S h°W '° kCep the beam focused- <° e"sure ^at 
ns point lay exactly on the disc's surface and that any adjustment could be 
made by a servomechanism. The designers employed the so-called kmfe-

foin^nhotodiod' ZT TU"' P°in' " Se"Sed by a split beam focused 

Aat adtl he f n re 3re linked t0 a servomechanism 
adjusts the focal length whenever the reflected beam falls out of focus. 

frartM°St T'" haS Pa"SeS tha' last "P t0 several seconds With the 
tracking mechanism relying on a single beam focused on one track and not 
on dimples in tracks immediately to one side nr fh* t\ 

modulation algoritlim that ens^K^iglllS ro^'d?,,3' " 
matter what the content of the audio sigrml "° 
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Phillips and Sony join forces 

After the first prototype was shown by the Phillips product engineering 
group to their managers, there was a need to enlist cooperation from such 
outsiders as the recording companies and even competing system 
manufacturers. Phillips recognized that it would be very important to join 
with other manufacturers to negotiate a standard before introducing die 
actual product. It was a controversial and risky decision because Phillips 
engineers felt that they clearly had the technological edge on their 
competitors, Matsushita, Sony, RCA and others. 

Weeks later, the same prototype was flown to Japan and shown to 
several manufacturers. The first visitors were from Matsushita, which turned 
down the Phillips offer to work on a standard. Next came Akio Morita. 
Sony's chairman, who eventually agreed to work together with Phi ips 
chairman Cornelius Van Der Klugt. 

There were hundreds of details to be considered, the size and shape of 
the dimples, the data format, the configuration and size of the iscs an 
sampling frequency. Sony and Phillips engineers haggled for mont o 
the exact rate. Both groups were using video recording equipmen 
develop their CD players. However, since television in Japan an uro 

operates on different signal standards, each side wanted a rate tia * 
be compatible with its equipment: Sony wanted 50,000 samp es per 
Phillips 44,050. Finally they settled on 44,100. 

The joint venture between the two manufacturers cou't* n0^ . 
better. Both teams were leaders in their fields. Phillips ia aPP Ootical 
project from a theoretical point of view, starting from was thus 

experience and applying that to sound recording. T Phiilins had 
farther ahead on L optical side of the design and, 
derived experience in digital coding from its work in te eco brougbt 

Sony had been making professional audio equipment or y ^ ieader 
a wealth of knowledge about digital-sampling techniques. 
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in magnetic-tape recording and the use of pulse-code modulation digital 
conversion of anaJog signals, sampling, filtering, and other techniques that 
had a big impact on the CD player's electronics. Sony also had practical 
expert.se m error correction that Phillips engineers were struggling ,0 learn 

The exchanges with Sony ended in 1981, after about a year of 

rrr n!!rn 8 that time' PhilIipS en«inee" say, Sony had learned a great 
ut PhllI,ps °Ptlcal tracking design that had to be revealed during the 

error-correctton work to explain some of Phillips test ThT!, 
away much of the lead in the product's development, but Phillips saved time 

designed a circuit thit rlfrt n t > agreed that if either 
^ wouid <?« ** >-« 
communication and the race was on. ngmeers had no further 

a new prototj^pe^'spent ttee mol00"""'?'* ̂  V*™'3 deClranics' ™de 

and thL made' Zint^ted** " 
straightforward, Phillips had lirtlp P • - ouSh the process was 
and the work dragged It took 18 *" d'g'tal e,ectronics and ICs 
and wires to five chips Since S '° redU°e ^ jumble °f boards 
overcome " °'d dig"al hand' " wa* able to 
month. th£ °PtlCS' and " beat Phillips ,o market by a 

Play back section of the CD 

In this section we will disrn« ~i u , 
1 Shows the block diagram of a typical °f 46 C° FigUre 
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Track of pits CO Turntable motor 

Disc turntable 
motor speed control 

Figure 1. Block diagram of a typical CD system 

The CD uses an optical pick-up to read data from 
optical pickup is a complex system consisting o ^ ^ ̂  
ponents required to focus a laser beam on the me ium from ^ 
structure. The pickup transfers^ ^e enco^e tracks the 

disc to the player's decoding circuit. 
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information on the disc, focuses a laser beam, and reads the information as 

as toected bv the6";'1"' TWy a"°Wed '° m°Ve aCr0SS ,he dlsc 

~r!r - • •X .v : ; :  : ;r s d  
discs or while experiencing vibrations or shock. 

Demodulation circuit 

Demodulation circuits are the firct *i J 

This waveform ^ 'hUS " ",USt be 

Finally the data m,m h, u ^ "St be processed to recover the data, 
original itrafdata SynChr°n'Zed a"d dem°dula*d «° — «•« 

Decoding 

r- •—^sran: tvst •?-** 
demodulated back to NRZ srenal Th* 'i g al s,gnaI IS 

from the EFM signal, an^'fesuUing 17b" TZ^'Z ̂  * 
back to eight bits. The synchronizing word is^seTto e™ 2*TT''f 
rotating speed and also to indicate the hp»i„ . sedt° conlrol the d>sc 
purposes within the CD player A ROM I t"'"8 " f°r t'mi,lg 

demodulate die EFM signT^o,,owl°gME1i0M0k^mta 'e, * °fte" -d <° 
contains subcode, parity, and audio data Thn demodulatlon each frame 
CIRC decoder for error detection and are submitted <o the 
same CIRC decoding method; theretoof^ ̂  

rrreĉ ^̂  

—,e dam. Coteaimenrlr fee" 
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through evaluation of the surrounding data and interpolation. If the data are 
uncorrectable by the CIRC decoder or unconcealable by interpolation, 
muting is used to prevent audible clicks. Valid data that is not flagged by 
the CIRC decoder passes through the concealment circuits unaltered. The 
subcode is removed and organized into 98-bit blocks for processing to 
recover the table of contents (TOC), timing, and pointing information along 
with CRCC error correction, addressing and control information. The data j 
is then applied to the output electronics that consist of digital oversampling j 
filters, digital-to-analog (D/A) converters, and anti-imaging low-pass filters. , 

Reproduction processing j 

The reproduction processing circuits are primarily concerned with 
minimizing the effect of data storage. Every storage medium suffers from 
limitations, such as mechanical variations and potential for damage of data. 
With analog storage the problem must generally be corrected within the 
medium itself. For example, to minimize wow and flutter, the turntables 
speed must be kept accurate. With digital systems, because of the density 
of the storage, the potential for error because of storage is much greater. 
However, digital encoding also presents the opportunity to correct many 
through evaluation of tire surrounding data and interpolation. If the data are 
uncorrectable by the CIRC decoder or unconcealable by interpolation, 
muting is used to prevent audible clicks. Valid data that are not flagged by 
the CIRC decoder pass through the concealment circuits unaltered. The 
subcode is removed and organized into 98-bit blocks for processing to 
recover the table of contents (TOC), timing, and pointing information along 
with CRCC error correction, addressing and control information. The ata 
are then applied to the output electronics that consists of digita 
oversampling filters, digital-to-analog (D/A) converters, and anti-imaging 
low-pass filters. 

Reproduction processing 

The reproduction processing circuits are primarily concerned vv 
minimizing the effect of data storage. Every storage medium su ers 
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limitations, such as mechanical variations and potential for damage of data. 
With analog storage the problem must generally be corrected within the 
medium itself. For example, to minimize wow and flutter, the turntable's 
speed must be kept accurate. With digital systems, because of the density 
of the storage, the potential for error because of storage is much greater. 
However, digital encoding also presents the opportunity to correct many 
errors. The reproduction processing circuits thus accomplish buffering of the 
ata to minimize effects of mechanical variations in the medium and to 

pe orm error correction. In addition, demultiplexing is performed to restore 
the parallel structure to the audio. 

t « I0 1« 1J 22 » 3C J« 

o 
SSCOSOlNG 

Figure 2. Interleave and de-interleave process 
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Description of reproduction processing circuits 

The reproduction processing circuits must de-interleave the data. Before 
recording, the data was scattered in the bit stream to ensure that a defect in 
the medium would not affect too many consecutive bits. With de-
interleaving, the data are again properly assembled, and bit errors caused by 
medium defects are now scattered through the bit stream, where they are 
easier to correct because of their isolation. The entire interleave and de-
interleave process is shown in figure 2. The reproduction processing circuits 
thus accomplish buffering of the data to minimize effects of mechanical 
variations in the medium and to perform error correction. In addition, 
demultiplexing is performed to restore the parallel structure to the audio. 

Mechanical instability in the medium transport will introduce timing 
errors, such as jitter, as data are read from the medium. To overcome this 
problem a data buffer is used. A buffer is a memory into which the data are 
fed, irregularly, as they arrive from the medium. However, the output of t e 
buffer occurs at an accurately controlled rate thus ensuring precise ata 
timing. Samples are thus assembled at the same rate at which they were 
taken, guaranteeing the lossless nature of time sampling. 

Using redundancy techniques, such as parity and checksums, the data 
are checked for errors. When the parity or checksums that are calculated do 
not agree with those read from the medium, an error has occurred either in 

audio data, or the parity and checksum data. Several metho s are us 
to isolate the error and determine where the fault has occurred. In t e case 
of bad audio data, error correction techniques are used to recover t e co 
values. By using parity bits, checksums, or redundant data, e missin 
values may be determined and replaced. When the error is too extensi%L 
recovery, error compensation techniques are used to concea error, 
simply, the last data value can be held until valid data ^s^me' , 
interpolation is a method of calculating new data to form a ri ge ° 
error. For larger errors, interpolation and other compensation 
become insufficient, and error concealment becomes marg 
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presumed value differs widely from the lost original value. In extreme 
cases, error compensation is not sufficient, the audio signal will be switched 
oil until valid data resume. 

The final circuit in the reproduction processing chain is the 
demultiplexer. The serial bit stream now consists of die original audio data 
or at least as original as the error protection circuitry has achieved' 
However, one remaining manipulation that must be performed on the data 

discrJrVertH !° the'r Para"el f0rm in Which toy aSain appear as 
discrete words, each representing one sample value. The demultiplexer 
circuits accept a serial bit input, counting as the bits are clocked in. When 

Stan tZn ^ reCe'Ved' " °UtPUtS 311 0f ^ bl,S 0f the entlre WOTd 

simultaneously, performing its task repeatedly as the data are applied. 

Following the reproduction processing circuitry, the data have regained 

s«Z8etnd corrected Z errors incu^ du™ 
S in read f H °,aga'n f°rm *** Para"d SamPle The data are then ready for dig,tai-to-analog conversion. 

system w'as ^ m°St Cri"Cal dement reproduction 
Ternl auaita nf T '° C°"VMer Iargd>' determines the 
overall quality of the record system, the digital to analog convener 
determines how accurately the digitized sitmal win K . J convener 
domain In i » uigmzea signal will be restored to the ana og 
domam. In playback-only systems, such as the CD system the D/A 
converter must be carefully designed to allow CMM • ' 
varvina rnnrfiri^c • fl Mgnea 10 a,low stable operation under many 
vaiyrng condibons, especially as encountered by automobile and portable 
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Set (b) 

linim 

(a) Disc dimensions. 

0 5<wn 

0.633-3.054 nm 

(b) Pi: dimensions. 

iTHTi 11 nTfiTi 11 10OOOO010O010OOI00 lOOOOOIOOl OOO lOOIOOOOl 

(c) Pits on tbe disc represent digital data via EFM modulation. 

(d) Sixty CD tracks can be conjoined in an LP groove. 

Figure 3. The CD medium 
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Output sample and hold circuit 

nnp ^StaUdi° digitization syste™ require two samples and hold circuits mmmm 
Output low-pass filter 

low-p?s f Ls know;CaU:tSfhn 3 3Udi° dig'ti2atio" 

respective.y aldioug^ dieir function3"'1 ^ filters, 

the classic" analog an^mS filter 7^ T- add'"°n 

oversampling techniques have been develop^. 

The CD medium 

Medium 

- thXeT"8;'the C°' The diamet" °f d'« 
rae center hole has a diameterX mmS^'TV"2 mm (°'°47 ^ 

to be placed on a CD player's sninHl^ ^ , 30 allows for 1116 disc 

beam is guided across the disc from theT^T u ^ C° player's iaser 

the lead-in area and moving outward through n ^ outside beginning at 

at the outer edge with die lead-out area The I * ?rogram area and endin8 

designated to provide information fn n' J i. In and lead-out areas are 

contains a table of contents that Dm VI °n r P,ayer. The lead-in area 

the "umberofmu^^^^ 00 '° 1,16 SUCh aS 

of each selection. The lead-out area fnfn u rtmg points and duration 

disc has been reached. Data are recordeTo C P^yer 111311116 end of 

~ tncludmg the 
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maximum available recording time of 74 minutes and 33 seconds when CD 
specifications are followed. Although each particular CD rotates at a fixed, 
constant linear velocity (CLV), the CLV's used for different discs may vary 
from 1.2 m/s (42.7 in/s) to 1.4 m/s (55.1 in/s). The length of the recorder 
program is typically a determinant for establishing the linear velocity of a 
CD. A CLV of 1.4 m/s is commonly used for programs less than 60 
minutes and 1.2 m/s is commonly used for longer programs. The discs 
angular velocity decreases as the optical pickup moves toward the outer 
tracks of the discs. At a linear velocity of 1.2 m/s the angular velocity 
varies between 486 and 196 rpm. At 1.4 m/s the angular velocity varies 
between 568 and 228 rpm. Data are stored in pit formations, as shown in 
figure 3(b). These pits vary in length from 0.8333 to 3.054 pm depending 
on the encoded data and the linear velocity of the disc. The information 
contained in the pit structure on the disc surface is coded so that the edge 
of each pit represents a 1 and all spaces between the edges represent 0 as 
show in figure 3(c). The width and depth of the pits are approximately 0.5 
and 0,11pm, respectively. The pits are placed in a spiral track with a pitch 
of 1.6 pm. The track runs circumferentially from the inside to the outsi e 
of the disc . The total number of spiral revolutions contained on a disc is 
20,625. 

Data format 

A CD contains digitally encoded audio information as pits impressed 
into its surface. The information on the disc is read by the player's optica 
pickup, decoded processed, and ultimately converted into acoustical energy. 
The CD stores stereo audio information with provisions for four channe s. 
The audio information is sampled at 44.1 kHz with 16 bit 
quantization. The audio output rate of the player is thus 1.41 Mb/s (44. 
kHz x 16 bits x 2 channels). The information is encoded with a Cross-
Interleaved Reed-Solomon Code (CIRC) for error correction and modulate 
ty eight to fourteen modulation (EFM) for increased information cn^ 
After the addition of the synchronization and subcode inform a ion, 
about one third of the bits represent audio information. 
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Structure 

<*« - •> rr,i« 
LaM 

Figure 4. The CD cross-section 
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The pits appear as bumps from underneath where the laser enters the 
medium. The wavelength of the laser in air is 780 nm. Upon entering te 
substrate with a refractive index of 1.55, the wavelength is re 0 

approximately 500 nm. The depth of the pits are between 110 and 130 nm 
and are designed to be approximately one fourth of the lasers wave eng 
The pit depth of lambda/4 creates a diffraction structure such ^renec'ca 

light undergoes destructive interference among the zero an irs or 
reflected rays. This interference thus decreases the intensity o ig re 

to the pickup lens. The presence of pit and land areas is detected in terms 
of changing light intensity by photodetectors. The light signa is co 
to a corresponding electrical signal by the photodetectors. 

Information is stored on only one side of the CD. It is possible 
information on both sides of the disc, but due to the exccssiv 
manufacturing and the added expense of extra optical hardware required 
the CD player, this option is not economically feasible. 
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